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{p2} Value Mapping  - Final                                                                                                               

Final Critique:                                                                                                                                          
MW Crew: Wed. {3/1} @ 9:30am TR Crew: Thurs. {3/2} @ 9:30m                                                                                 


Challenge:

Create one MONOCHROMATIC & non-representational 18”x 24” work of art using a 
full range of value {shades, tints & tones} that successfully demonstrates your 
understanding of the elements and principles of design. Sampling from patterns 
found in traditional mapping as well as data systems {frickbits, google maps, fitbits, 
topographic mapping, climate, thematic, magnetic, roadmapping & thought 
mapping, among many others - both real and invented} use repetition and rhythm to 
track your habits and/or map something that you value. You have an opportunity to 
tell a story and non-representationally communicate what you value, by creating a 
series of patterns/systems while exploring a full range of monochromatic value. 

Design will demonstrate use of color mixing & mixed media techniques, while also 
exploring value - both formally & conceptually.  
Project Objectives:

- Demonstrate evidence of data mapping and/or mapping systems RESEARCH, 

thought and planning both in design & concept.                                        


-YOU NEED TO HAVE AN IDEA.                                                                                                   
- Consider exploring value as a concept while sampling mapping systems. All of 

your material & design choices should support your idea, while staying within 
ALL project guidelines/objectives.


- Invent a non-representational surface through subtractive &/or additive 
building techniques. 


- Subtract the surface while emphasizing repetition, rhythm & focal point. 

- Demonstrate high quality craftsmanship & material sensitivity.

- Create a work of art that demonstrates color mixing skills.

- Demonstrate value variety within a monochromatic color scheme.

- Create a successful composition that achieves balance.


Composition will be constructed using a cradle frame structure. 


You will need to consider the entire cradle frame as you build & create this 
piece. How you choose to leave the wood raw, paint, cover, build off of, or 
stain the sides of the cradle frame is up to you, as long your choices help to 
support your overall concept & design.
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Elements + Principles of Design: 
Do you remember what they are?  

Vocabulary to Investigate:                                              
achromatic                                                                       
attachment                                   
additive vs subtractive                                                                                
balance                                       
composition                                   
concept/content                                              
collage                                
craftsmanship                                       
contour                                             
corner band clamps                                                    
cradle frame                                             
data mining/ data mapping                                            
density                                                  
elevation                                     
economy                                                  
gravity                                                
harmony                                            
implied line/implied shape                                                                 
negative/positive space                    
mapping systems                   
monochromatic                                   
pattern                                              
plane                                                                                               
repetition                                               
rhythm                                                      
scale                                                   
sampling                                            
tension                                                    
topographic                                             
texture                                                
visual communication                         


Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            Valerie + Jess + Mica


shsuWASH.com


http://shsuwash.com
http://shsuwash.com


KEY TERMS: 
Non-Representational/Non-Objective: A style that does not readily represent any 
object, figure or entity recognizable from life.

Monochromatic: A color scheme based on variations in a single hue, which include shades, 
tints & tones.

Shade: A hue that has been mixed with black.

Tint: A hue that has been mixed with white.

Tone: A hue that has been mixed with black and white.

Mapping Systems: A term referring to non-representational data sourced systematic patterns 
used in art.  Often referencing specific spaces or places {both real & imagined}. 

Cradle Frame: A framing structure using lumber & masonite which creates depth to a two 
dimensional surface. We will be showing you how to build this structure step by step in studio.

Gesso: A white paint mixture consisting of a binder {glue} mixed with chalk, gypsum or 
pigment. It is often used in art making as a preparation for any number of painting surfaces; 
such as canvas, paper, masonite & wood. Applying thin layers of gesso to the surface, followed 
by light sanding will allow paint & other materials to adhere more permanently to the surface. 
We will be giving you gesso during studio, so you do not need to purchase any! 

Materials:                                                                        

Lumber supplies for building a 18” x 24” cradle frame. Monochromatic 
material possibilities include: Markers/ sharpies, pens, wire, ink, acrylic 
paint, gesso, thread, tape, glue, colored pencils, ModPodge, white out, 
paper {bristol, tracing, construction, vellum, card stock} bleach pen. Consult 
the “Bad Idea” list posted on the tool room door for restricted materials. 
Remember, all materials carry MEANING. You have an exciting 
opportunity with this project to choose materials that will help 
communicate your IDEA & consider what you value.  

Use your color wheel will help you with this project! Remember, we will be 
giving you GESSO, so you do not need to purchase it.


----> Unsure how to attach or collage a surface to another surface? Check out  
thistothat.com 

Artists to Research {we look forward to viewing your research in your VJ} 

Analia Saban                              Maya Lin                                     Emma Johnson


Dawn Gavin                                Kathleen Petyarre                       Yukinori Yanagi


Motor Yamamoto                        Joyce Campbell                         Leo Saul Berk


Marcin Zarzeka	                           Katie Holland Lewis                   Reece Inman


Grade Evaluation:  
All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric:                               
Design + Craft + Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process. 
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